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introduction 

-to be or not to be 
-a round table discussion 

an exploration into the justification of architectural form 

the (generation) of form 
where it all started 
liberating theory 
Bjarke and architectural evolution 
Mark Gelernter and form 

running along the bottom 

from Plato to Derrida: a map tracing the history of architectural form and 
major philosophies that helped shape it 

unning along the top 

• the journey continues 
form follows fun 
get physical 

• Mozambique surprise 
• memorialize this 
• nature of / nature and 

'how the invention of new technologies have allowed for new architectural form 

1851188919141938194519642000> 
what now? 

• Gaudi and Wright 
• So ••• 

animals and architecture 



time to digest 

- taking shape 
- manifesNO 

setting up the parameters 

-how does theory inform that which must now be made? 
-a series of studies 

-connecting the dots 
-theory in time and space 
-defined framework 

now. to translate this into architecture 

-searching for site 
-why can't we turn dirt into pyramids? 
-waste is only useful when it has a purpose 

- the first attempts 
- staring at the river 
- the image that glued it all together 
- and that is how i ended up in the Cape Flats 

~nvestigating the flats 

imbalance 
- aerial analysis 

1827 
- 1950 
- mountain sandwich 
- recycling living conditions 
- taking a closer look 

why not? 
site 



analyaia 

• aite aodel 
• ai te diagrua 
• hydrological atudy 
· cape flata aquifer 
• water channel atu4y 
• wind tunnelling 

you contain aand ...._, 

• biodegradable IH•It: 
• gabions 
• earth retentioa a~j 
• slope protection 

fynbos 

IIIHwledtle pined to ~ an architectural language 



design develo~ent 

placing progr ... e 
• new challenge, new aolution 
• layers of landacape 
• healing apace 

garden unit 
• youth facility 
• reaource hub 

conclusion 
· design is for• ••king in ~r 
• beatlejuice 
• referencing 





"There is something that i nterests me almost 
as much as architecture itself and that is the 
moral main spri ng of arch i tecture. I don't 
mean good or bad morals , but the values that 
we have that lead us to design. Under what 
basic living aim do we start doing architec 
ture? I feel that architecture i s an art pri
marily and hardly anything else. I probably go 
too far in defending this thesi s that the aim 
of architecture is the creation of beautiful 
spaces, and that everyth i ng else is so sub
ordinate to it that i t ' s j ust as if it didn ' t 

,. In Oft chf re5pond b1l i t y or 
1.Stern, Robert A.M. 1 Alan Platt us, and Peggy Deamer. "[ RE)ruding perspecta . The first 50 years of the Yale Architecture Journal. erickbauer l nd Joan A Nort~~an 
the architect: roundtable discusdon.s with Philip .Johnson, Pietro Bellu.schi, Louis Kahn, Paul Wdu and Vincent Scully , by Charles 
Carver,p.42. 

'' I have a quarrel wi th the very 
essence of your statement . .. To 
me the architect has the task of 
processing every-day materials 
of life into superior aesthetic 
forms. You cannot successfully 
take an abstract form, and say "I 
am going to do somethi ng with th i s 
because I know its good" The mo 
ment you do that you defeat the 
very idea of architecture. "' 



"The real test of discipline is to really 
understand the many complex factors inher
ent in architecture. 

Architecture is not a pure art 
social art. 

i t is a 

I do not think you 
ally in disagreement at 
talking about a service which is 
deplorably dishonest right now ; the 
other speaks about the high planes 
which architecture must reach ... I 
do not believe starting with form, 
necessarily, is the way to produce 
architecture. I believe the concept 
should be equal to that of planting a 

The prime function of an architect i s to 
be an artist, but the need is that he 
should be an artist with concept flower
ing from the seed, so that he will arrive 
at form through a complex meeting of all 
circumstances"' L z] 

3.Stern, Robert A.M., Alan Plattus, and Peggy Deamer. "[RE]rtading perspecta - The 
first 50 years of the Yale Architecture Journal." In On the rupondbility of the 
architect: roundtable di&cusdons with Philip Johnson, Pietro Bellu.schi , Loui.s Kahn , 
Paul Weia.s and Vincent Scully, by Charles Brickbauer and Joan & Norman Carver,p.43. 

s.Stern, Robert A.M., Alan Plattua, and Peggy Deamer. "(RE)ruding perspecta · The 
first 50 years of the Yale Architecture Journal." In On the re.spondb111ty of the 
architect: roundtable di.scuuion.s with Phillp Johnson, Pietro Bellu.schi , Loui.s Kahn, 
Paul Wd.ss and VJncent Scully, by Charles Brickbauer and Joan & Nonun Carver , p.43. 

"Then I say isn ' t it better to have 
students do something impractical 
now- it's the only chance they ' ll 
have. They have time to really plow 
their gardens and see what that 
seed will sprout into. 
I am not ignoring discipline. Dis
cipline is an absolute essential. 

If you don't know your 
are you going to write 





tee 

There is something Julian Cook taught us in second year that I wo uld never forget. He 
asked the question ... think about a hall space and then draw a quic k plan of it (sketch A) . 
All of the drawings reverted to the traditional rectangular shape of a hall. We immediate
ly drew the known form that since our first day in grade 1 we have associated a hall space 
with. He then asked us to quickly draw a plan of a space where people can dance, music can 
be performed, markets can be accommodated, lectures could be held and indoor sports could 
be played and viewed. The resulting sketches was a mixture of interesting shapes, morphed 
by organic organizations juxtaposed with sharp 90 degree angle s i ntersecting at various 
intervals (sketch B). Each plan looked amazing and in a quick 1 0~in exercise I realized 
the potential that lies within architecture. He was basically talking about a hall space 
because all these activities could be accommodated within the rec tangular space of sketch 
A, but it lacks the expression of emotion and experience . By not mentioning the word hall 
and only mentioning experiences and possible activities the pot ential of spaces dreamt up 
within the minds of the students became endless. They did not i~ediately revert to their 
first known physical form of a hall space, they reverted to their emotions, feelings and 
experiences that each of these mentioned activities have gene rated w1th1n them through
out their lives. Each student 's story was different and each one made their connections 
in their own unique way. Therefore the physical manifestation of ~he plans had its own 
special character of the person who drew it embodied within its 11nes. Th1s made me super 
excited. And still does. 

-

FIG & 

8 



Where it all started. 

A precedent study of Le Corbusier ' s Villa Savoye and Eileen Gray's E1027. 

Grays approach to explore theory in conjunction with the design process as a tool of experi
mentation is the way that I feel all architectural projects should be approached. The idea of 
a manifesto with fixed rules on how to generate form should be discarded. A clear relation
ship between theory, design experimentation and technological considerations should always 
be present within the design process. The one informing the other, to and fro, until de sign 
equilibrium is reached. 

"External architecture seems to have absorbed avant-garde architects at the expense of the 
interior ... The thing constructed is more important than the way it is constructed and the 
process is subordinate to the plan not the plan to the process. •• 

The reason for this comparison is not so much the architecture but the relating texts, Gray 's 
' From Eclecticism to Doubt' and Le Corbusiers 'Five Points of a New Architecture' and the 
way they influenced the respective designs. Le Corbusier published the first version of the 
5 points during the fall of 1927. During this time construction on Gray 's E1027 has already 
began and the construction of Villa Savoye only started in 1928. What is interesting is not 
who finished first but the fact that Gray published her text during the construction of E1027 
and Le Corbusier published his text a year before construction on Villa Savoye started . Le 
Corbusier ' s text takes the form of a manifesto, which is then realised point by point in 
Villa Savoye. Gray ' s text operates more like a dialogue, open to interpretation and adaption 
through realizations and experimentation in design. Gray is not concerned in proving a doc
trine and allowed the specificities of the site and of the program to suggest themselves into 
the house. Even though the 5 point is cited, each one is mediated according to the needs of 
the site. For Gray intention is more important than form. ' 

6.Gray, Eileen. 'Fro. eclecticia• to doubt ' L'Arch!tec ture Vivante, translated by Caroline Constant . p240 

I ~ • .......:·JL~·· :._.~ .. ~ FIG 9 • Eileen Gray• s E1027 



"By liberating theory from the need to be instrumentalized in prac 
tice , can it be appropriated and used to inform the way we work, 
rather than to dictate what we make? » • 

I believe that architecture must not follow a recipe. Each project 
is unique and is generated from its own requirements and context . 
Design must get rid of any preconceived stylistic notions and should 
not be governed by style. In Colin st John Wilsons book Architec
tural reflections: studies in the philosophy and practice of Archi
tecture he says that without purpose there can't be architecture. 
There is a relationship between purpose and form ; you cannot satisfy 
the one without knowing the source of the other. So, it's not form 
follows function like Louis Sullivan proclaimed as early as 1896 but 
more a to and fro relationship between the two. 

Berthold Lubetkin ' s penguin pool in the London zoo is a good ex 
ample of this. He was interested not only in the dimension needed 
for a penguin pool and the sizes of their required living and eat
ing courters, he was also interested in their movement , their daily 
patterns ahd how they behave. He used this to generate the form 
of the ramp, creating a space that serves not just the functional 
needs of the penguins but also a space that allows them to natu
rally express themselves. This building is set in strong contrast 
with the elephant's enclosure in the background. Where Lubetkin 
gives expression to systems of movement and routine, the architects 
of the elephant enclosure were interested in the language of form 
and not the purpose of form. As a result they ended up creating a 
building that looks like an elephant but the inside spaces where the 
elephants must live are not appropriate for them. 

this photo you see two approaches towards design resolu 
tion. The one expresses itself in the outer shell of its buildings 
form and the other one internalizes this expression to suit the 
occupants (the penguins) of the space. On the one hand you have a 
monumental building that serves as a landmark for the visitors of 
the zoo but unfortunately it creates an uncomfortable environment 
for the elephants to live in. Then again would, would one ever be 
able to truly mimic the conditions in which animals naturally live 
in the wild? I don't think so. So who is right? Is there a right and 
a wrong design approach? Is any design valid as long as it can be 
justified? And through whose/what lens does it get justified? These 
have always been questions that have really intrigued me within the 
field of architecture. 

&.Schafer, Ashley. "Theory After (After- Theory) . " Perspecte 38 : Archi tecture After All, 



"Public debate about architecture 
quite often ends up contemplating 
the final result of architecture, the 
architectural object. Is the latest 
tower in London a gherkin, a sausage 
or a sex tool? What about the stories 
behind projects? How do you document 
the adaptation and improvisation that 
happens during the design process?"" 

"The avant-garde is almost always 
negatively defined. The cliche of 
the radical young architect is this 
idea of an angry young man rebelling 
against the establishment, frustrated 
that the world doesn't fit in with 
his or her vision. So rather than 
REVOLUTION I am interested in the 
idea of EVOLUTION , where the design 
process gradually evolves by adapting 
and improvising to the changes of the 
world, finally resulting in a complex , 
meeting of all circumstances.· •• ~ sa 

1
1 

Lec ture by Bjarke Ingels on Ted Talkt, June 2009, Oxford England. www.tedtalkt , COII 
d iBid 



"It is not the stron 
gest of the species that 
survives, nor the most 
intelligent. It is the 
one that is most adapt
able to change••• 

13 .Ingd•, Bj arke . Yes Is More : .An Archicomic on Architectural 
Evolution . p 14 . 2009 

According to Mark Gelernter there are five basic ideas that shape architectural form:'• 
1: Architectural form is shaped by its intended function. 

"The theory views that the architectural form is already contained in the information 
about the client's needs , climatologically conditions, community values etc. waiting to be 
discovered by the diligent designer " 

2: Architectural form is generated within the creative imagination. 
Architectural form originates from the inner resources of the designer. 

3: Architectural form is shaped by the prevailing Spi rit of the Age . 
Taste & artistic value derived from social views . 

4: Architectural form is determined by the prevailing social and ·economic conditions. 
Artistic efforts influenced by larger forces i.e. socio economic systems influence build 
ing forms. 

5: Architectural form derive s from timeless principals of form that transcend particular de 
signers, cultures and climates. 
Therefore universal forms underline architecture and the principals of form making and 
more recently the universal principals of abstract form. 

~ also states two opposing views on architecture:'' 
1: The first view emphasizes the importance of external information and forces at the expense 

of the designer. The designer passively discovers an external form and avoids personal 
preconception. 

2: T~e.second emphasizes the importance of the des i gner at the expense of transpersonal con 
~~t~ons. The designer expresses external form and draws from personal preconceptions and 
~nstitutions . 

11
• Gelernter, Mark . Sources of architectural form : a critical histor y of western design theory . p1-32 

•· ibid p34 
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THALES 624 BC 
Put forward a 
material de 
scription of 
nature, that 
the world is a 

PLATO 428 BC 
Embraced the 
Pythagorean 
idea that the 
word organizes 
itself in math 
ematical re 
lationships. 
He saw form as 
an ideal pat
tern. Plato as
sumed that the 
ideal form must 
be something 
separate from 
form, and supe 
rior to indi
vidual physical 
objects. His 
world had two 

~ Plato reduced the basic --r '"0 "' 
elements of the world into four 

L ~ 0 
1. FIG 21 -The cube. 2 . FIG 22 · The tetrahedron. 3, FIG 23 -The octahedron. 4. FIG 24 -Tho icosahedrons. 

ARISTOTLE 348 BC 
Rejects Plato's dual world vi ew and accepts that form is 
part of the material world. Put forward an organic con 
cept of the world while emphasizing the use of the sens -

s and contemplation of the physical realm. 

VITRUVIUS 80 BC 

He believed that the source of form ~merged out of the primary need .... The architect must do t his .... Contradictory to this 
for creating shelter. Architectural orm was d1scovered and perfect - by establishi ng a standa rd beli ef he also stated 

. ing nature as a means t h · ' · ed over t i me by the anc1ents , us t · 0 measure t e geometr1cal module that that the arch1tect needs 
beauty of a building. He viewed pro~r 10n as the fundamental prin - satisfies overall di men - to use his own intuitive 
cipal in nature (Vitruvian man). sions and proportions, judgment . 

after wh i ch he needs t o 
ees that these principals need to 

level , hel~ing: 1. Durability. 2. Convenience. of a bul 
consider the site location 
and the aesthet ic value s 
of the structure . 
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Mannerbta: 

The concept of the art istic 
genius. 

A sensory appearance is only 
an t.perfect copy of time
less •etaphysical ideals 
that God had !•planted a 
copy of in the hu•an mind. 
They believed that a new 
awareness of individual pow
era and personal nature of 
this inner sourc• will lead 
to for•. 

Subject/object problea: 

It deals with Western cultures assumption of the individual and his relationship to the world. Greeks 
developed i t as a way to explain the origin and nature of the universe; it developed into a theory of 
how knowledge is possible. In attempting to explain the relationship between man and the world he inhab
its, one indivertibly sets up a dual conception for the individual to interoperate : 

1. The indlvidual is a physical object in nature, whose actions and behaviours are determined by the 
laws of t he universe. Therefore the individual is a physical object that forms part of its surrounds. 
Deaigner = part of outaide world: subject to external forces, he receives informat ion from outside him
self. 

2. The individual as a free thinking, 
his/her per sonal drives or 
tached fro~ nature. 
Designer = autonomous: 
created from 

acting and creating subject, whose actions are determined by 
desires. Therefore the individual is a subjective being, de-

subject,initiating its own actions on the world, ideas are 
internal resources. 



>>> 

ALBERTI 1404 
Elaborates on the subject object problem 
finding theoretical justification for Clas
sical forms and attempts to find a source of 
architectural ideas within the Aristotelian 
tradition. 

He identified beauty with the characteris
tics of nature that have unchanging norms 
and viewed the typical in nature as more 
real than the idiosyncratic. The mind has 
the capacity to process and filter objects 
as beautiful, making the mind dependant on 
the outer world for its knowledge of beauty. 

Sees structure in nature to be rationally 
organized, therefore it can be described 
mathematically. Derived proportional ratios 
from nature, arguing that if nature is or

d by mathematical and architecture uses 
same laws then they will capture the 

underlying order of nature. 

LEONARDO DA VINCI 1452 
Objective laws of na
ture jump into the mind 
without any mediating 
activity of the artist , 
guiding him to render an 
accurate image of sen
sory appearance. 

Believed the mind has 
the ability to creative 
ly recognise the mate 
rials gained in percep
tion. 

_ ~ analogy of t"- CICJhM Tor t"' "'!' 
Renataaanoe•a Claaaict .. with tht e.Gtion' and 

Uanneriatt. 

PALLADIO 1508 
Used Classical forms as 
generator for new ones. 

Reworked the proportions 
Vitruvius to show how 

could be used to ere 
build-

of 

ally subjective 
qualities like colour, 
smell. 



DESCARTES 1596 
Believed that reliable knowledge of the world must 
be found within the reasoning mind. 

Explains how the mind rationally builds up its pic 
ture of reality from a truth naturally contained 
within it. 

Separates mind and the world in two distinct 
spheres, the mind can induce actions in the convey
ing body without actually being an integral part 
of it. The solid foundation of the mind uses two 
mental operations to arrive at the knowldaae of 
things: 

1. Intuition: "the conception that an u 
attentive mind gives us so readily and 
ly that we are wholly freed from doubt 
witch we understand". 

2. Deduction : A natural philosopher will 
deduce from the fundamental principals f 
by intuition in the mind . It clarifies th~~~tfth 
is already known and leads to unknown t 

LOCKE 1632 
All knowledge is fo unded, and from that it ultimately derives it 
self. At birth , the mind is a "tabula rasa " upon which experience 
subsequently impresses all knowledge of the outer world. All ob 
jects in the world have qualities: extension, solidarity, colour an 
taste. These qualities have the power to cause ideas of those qual i 
ties to appear in the m1nd of a perceiver, the mind does not know 
the qualities d~ectly , but only the mental ideas it has been given 
of 

Theoretical justifi
cation for reviving 
the Classical. Be
l i eved timeless Clas 
sical principals shape 
building form , Ar 
chitecture must fol 
low laws of nature and 
reason , rather than 
fantasies of the in· 
dividual mind. Reason 
will manifest order 
liness, which enables 
the mind to under 
stand architectural 
form. Different build 
ing projects present 
different building 
problems , the special 
nature of which ought 
to be expressed in the 
building form. 



PERRAULT 1613 
New set of pro
portions derived 
entirely from ra
tionality. Beauty 
in architecture 
has no objec
tive existence; 
it is entirely 
arbitrary and 
only dependant on 
custom. Liberat
ing beauty 
sources eit 
God or in 

Poaltivla•: cont 
ideas, particu 
knowledge. 

All human behaviou rs and archit ecture is com
pletely determine~ by outside i nfluences. Nature 
is orderly and rat ional, its underlying structure 
can be fully apprehended by the human mind . suc
cesses in natural 1sciences gave them an optimistic 
view on the future , scientists would predict and 
control future ev. nts . Man is simply a component 
of nature and •us~ therefore adhere to the laws of 
nature 

LDDOLI 11110 
~pplied positivi&. to archi
~ecture, emphaeiz~d that fo rm 
,should adapt to function. 

llelieved there ar 
~hat guide archit 
1. Function is de 
ceesity. 
2~Arc.h±tecture-mlfst conf 
the nature of materials. 

Objected to the use of 
and believed that deco 
has no logical justif 
building ought to be 
shaped by its fun 

part of nature and attempted to estab
man's natural state must be by establishing grounds for 

e of emotion over reason. Genius and inner emotions are 
rces of culturally related responses f£-bea. uty. 

HERDER 1744 ~ 
Develops a new concept of-hi~and be
lieved that the basic unit of aesthetic 
is more at the level of the shared 
any given age and place. He believes 
cause most individuals within such a 
tend to value the same artistic id 

Out of this follows the idea of 
The Classicists believed in a t 
guage of architecture and this 
the idea of style that could 
ferent and-eQually valid design 



at the source of idea is 
e architects imagination. 

atonic solids and illustrat 
ral extremes of spheres, 
les . 

the objective and 
-- .. ;dual sensibilities, they 

returned architecture to 

back to 
civi-

KANT 1724 
Made a distinction between: 
The form of experience supplied by the mind and the content of ex

which stimulates sensory experience. 

The phenomenal world, known rationally and empirically from the 
nominal world of things in themselves which lies beyond rational or 

rical knowledge. 

between man and nature from the baroque . 
empiricism and rationalism had a duality as to 

emphasized importance of sense experience. 
emphasized the rational/conceptual basis of knowledge. 

Baroque theory had assumed that all knowledge conforms to objects 
(the assumption that all knowledge come s from objects, which are 
separate from us). 
He was the first person to suggest an answer for the subject/object 
problem. 

Sensibility and underst and ing are two things through witch under
st anding knowledge cannot take place. There is a distinction be
tween 
1. Intuition (iamediate impressions of sense) and 
2. Understanding (the minds ability to think in concept) . 

It ia equally necessary to make concepts sensible by adding objects 
to thea in intuition and to make intuition logical by bringing them 
under concepts. 



NIETZSCHE 
saw futility in rational think
ing and objective knowledge. 
There is no original text of 
the world's structure; every
thing is an interpretation and 
reconstruction of someone's 
personal preconception. "God is 
dead", seeking order is a des
perate attempt to impose reason 
on to what is in fact chaos. 
Human condition is pointless; 
the great people in life are 

who act decisively de
this fact. Each view is 

valid, since no objec
andard exist against 

judge them good or 

JEAN-NICOLAS· 
DURAND 1760 
In an attempt 
nerically view 
Classic in architec
ture he wrote that 
good architecture 
satisfies two essen
tial requirements: 

1 . Convenience 
2 . Economy 

(Vitruvius = durabil
ity, convenience and 
beauty) 

Architects must focus 
on economy, construc
tion, commodity and 
beneficial condi 
tions, beauty disap 
pear when one con
cerns oneself with 
architectural decora
tion. 

HEGEL 1770 
Believed in a transcendental Absolute Spirit where intuition 
has power over reason and each age possesses a particular spir
t to which all artistic work must inevitably conform: ' the 

spirit of the age ' . 

z 



RUSKIN 1819 
Believed architecture reflects the way of life of those who 
and that good architecture can only result from emotionally 
and morally good people. Embraced the quest for correctness over 
originality, dismissed the idea of a new style and says that origi 
nality in expression does not depend on the invention of new words. 
Viewed architectural forms already known to us as good enough, so 
why challenge them when you can use them as they are? 

a •ediUI through witch purelY physical forces 
. "''''''''''' .. ,. ,,,,,,. ,, .. , .. ,,, .. 
art of anY period reflects the forces of itS REALIST IIOVEIIENT 

Believed that by utilizing the scientific •ethod of 
the natural sciences one will discover architec

tural forms intrinsically contained within a 
given set of contextual deter•inants. A 

scientific art that attempted to record 
the visual facts of experience. 

itectural form follows logically from the 
ical means available to the designer. 
rent ages have different technical means; 

therefore designers in any given age will op
erate within the style inspired by the avail
able t~echnology. Individual designers have 
littl or no say in the development of forms, 
forms inevitably emerge as a result of ab
atrac necessity. Reyner Banham called this 
constr ctional fatalism and it is a result of 

ly deterministic view of architectural 



DEWEY 1159 
Accepted that no absolute 
certainty of knowledge is 
possible and that men have 
a fundamental need for se
curity. Human intelligence 
may not discover empirical 
truths about timeless reali
ties, but it can discover 
empirical knowledge about 
the here-and-now that can 
guide the creation of a 
ter world. He disagree< 
the idea that every 
tive view is equally 
Most individuals conten
tiously agree upon a sp~cif· 
ic direction, the approxi· 
mation to certainty 11 the 
best we can hope for . 

. (\s"w oe~~··(\ 
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IRENTANO 1831 
s to answer how 

ructed knowledge. He defines empiricism on 
more objective grounds of human conscious

ness. Humans experience is generated in the mind 
without external influence , and this experience 
is t he source of dependable knowledge. Any act 
of consciousness intends to use an object which 
resides outside the mind, thus objects and con
sciousness are intimately tied together. Con
sciousness does not construct or interoperate 
knowledge of the outside world (refers back to 
Ka nt), it merely displays or discloses it . 

He was against the rela
tivism of the philosophies 
of pragmatism and histori
cism because they rejected 
any possibility of an -

bsolute philosophy. He 
lieved that external ob
cts cause impressions in 

mind and the mind per 
various operations 

sensory contents 
concepts. 

concept of • in 
ty ' implies that 

infallible truths 
the consciousness 
easily apprehended. 

view of things 
true intentions 

this one has 
nhAnnmenological 

emptying the 
s of every

derives from 
scientific reasoning or 
rational thinking. Appar 
ently if you apply this 
reduction the mind will 
become aware of changeless 
forms. 



JULIEN GAUDET 1834 
He assimilated universal principals of classicism in architecture and defined classicism not as 
a particular style but as a general attitude towards design. The classical is based on unchang· 
ing principals of logic, reason and method, which history has shown to be valid for all times, 
countries, climates and schools. These styles are not archaeological forms to be copied; one must 
understand their underlying logic. Through the use of historical precedents of form and geometry 
one can create unprecedented yet objectively beautiful building forms . The architect selects el · 
emental forms (wall, door, window, column, vaults and stairs) and adds them together according to 
geometrical principals (axiality, symmetry and proportion). Different beliefs, climates, cultures 
and sites require different arraignments of universal elements. Brief or programme influences and 
determines the design idea but he rejects the positivist notion that the design idea is solely de · 
termined by the outside constraints. Brief and programme gives you a list of requirements and in· 
dicates their relationships to you, but it does not suggest what their proportions or arrangement 
should be. 

Building techniques cannot determine architectural form, the architect must first conceive the 
idea of building form after which the realization of architectural resources (what can be built) 
will follow. The architect judges beauty of composition by measuring it against his own in· 
ner sense of beauty, not against the ' facts ' of nature. He doubted purely rational and analyti· 
cal thinking and believed intuition is the true birthplace of artistic ideas. As to architectural 
form, he believed that the mind firstly discovers within itself objective information about the 
outside world, and then actively creates form in response to the logic of this inner mate r ial and 
to the outer constraints of the design problem at hand. 

group . 
form exists 

can be expressed purely in geometry. They 
to free art from ' fixed objective laws of 

composition ' , artists who do this ' free 
themselves from individual sentiments and from 
particular impressions which he received from the 
outside and breaks loose from the domination of 
individual inclinations within him '. 

explored subjective in art. Experi•ented with colour 
and fo~ as the ••ana by which they •ight convey their 
e•otional reactions to things. 

YAM DE YILDE 1863 
Stresses the expressive force inherent in lines and 
colours. 

NEO·PLASTICI .. VS. ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM: 

Two opposing attitudes that developed after WWI, both had given up 
all contact with the visible world as the original source of images . 

Nee·Plaaticiaj' : Form is an individual entity, governed by objective 
laws that are accessible to anyone who looks for it. 

Abatract Exprt' ssionism: Form originates in the soul of the artist , 
responds to h sther emotions, and depends on the soul ' s personal/mys
tical nature. 



outer constraint, 
merse students in a proper cultural milieu. 

He offered reliable guides to timeless artistic certainties and a new system of educat 
that embodied the spirit of the time. 

Duality in his interests: 
1. Arts-and-craft training. 
2. Expressionist preoccupations. 
3. Later - Positivist attitude. 

He reinstated the medieval training that form is found in the nature of materials, their 
constructional systems and in their functional use. He used the spiritual ideas of the 
expressionist with a materialist conception of design. 
During his first year at the Bauhaus Gropius had developed three opposing sources to 
form: 

1. The artist must ignore the spiritual and derive form from fu nction and material craft. 
2. Ignore practical demands and existing spiritual conditions , he must create a new spir 
itual unity and new style for the age. 
3. He must search out the existing spirit and passively let it flow through him. 

He was clear on the thinking that students should not be given preconceived ideas about 
form. The Bauhaus approach of objective formalism removes the i dea of 'style' with cor
rect solutions to architectural and artistic problems. The avoi dance of a subjective 
response and stylistic anarchy were the ultimate results of t he pr~nc~pals of un~versal 
form that ultimately guided its students to produce objectively beaut~ful forms. 

a neo-
an objective and 

versally valid language of design 
exists independently from indi
vidual taste. Inspired by de Stijl, 
he attempted to explain that all 
architecture consists of lines, 
planes, masses and colours and that 
these elements are composed accord
ing to principals of balance, pro
portion and rhythm. He called these 
elements and organizing principals 
the universal ' language of vision ' . 
The language he proposes ultimately 
leads to a limited range of styles 
and is basically a normative guide 
to a particular Modernist aesthet -

-PAUL SARTRE 1905 
claimed that in the face of this 
stential nothingness, individu-
must create their own centre and 

ocus. Individuals have complete 
reedom to choose their own reality 

they must accept complete re-
sponsibility for their choices. 



"Every architectural form - does not solely 
exists as static consequence to an oth· 
erwise irrelevant act of production, but 
conversely, that the nature of f orm is in
laid in the process of making. "'' 

re is 
language, and 

is comprised of simple 
s rationally organized. Le 

Corbusier's Vers une architecture 
drew parallels between the classi
cal language of Greece and the new 
aesthetic of the machine. He pre 
ferred regular solids (cubes, cones, 
spheres, cylinders or pyramids) 
stating that they give satisfaction . 

1980's culture objected to the subjective 
for.alis• notion. A strong social conscious
nasa a.argad and it was a period of great 
faith in science and technology. It atteMpt
ed to re•ove architecture fro• the subjec
tive world of aesthetics and Make it a •ore 
rigorous i•perial science. 

This period saw the launce of •ajor research 
efforts, atte•pting to further develop key 
ideas: 

1. A body of scientific knowledge about 
how people use and are affected by 
buildings. 

2. A rigorous •ethod for applying this 
knowledge to design probleMs. 

EIIVI-NTAL PIYCHOLOQY 
~n and environ.ant are two separate enti
ties, acting on and constantly influencing 
~ach othsr. EMpirical studies have been con
~oted in both controlled artificial and real 
spaces to explore people's behaviour within 
different environ•ents with the ai• to dis· 
•over siMilar relationships between a partic
~lar apetial configuration and a particular 
ftulan behaviour. How ever people did not re-

• .... in siMilar settings, they could 
the .... behaviour to various environ-
While cultural background and person
aheped behaviour as •uch as physical 

lllft'tlng. 

23 .stern , Robert A.M, Alan Plattus, and Peggy Deamer . "RE ]reading per

specta - The first 50 years of the Yah Architecture Journal. " In Notes on 

a Theory of making , by Giuseppe Zambo nini,p616 

DEIIIIII IETIIOOOLOQY 
According to Christopher Alexander ' s Notes 
on the synthesis of form (1964), design 
consists of solving functionalist problems 
and the problems of the modern world are to 
unprecedented to solve with past solutions 
and too complex to solve with personal intu
ition. He believed the designer must avoid 
all preconceptions because these preconcep
tions impose solutions already discovered in 
the problem . 

According to Alexander the 1st stage of the 
design is analysis : 

Gather ~ng objective knowledge and combining 
them in a list of relationships - a pattern 
of interrelated subsets of problems. 

The 2nd stage of design is synthesis : 

Where the patterns and their relations re
sult in a physical object. His method had 
the same problem as in science, patterns are 
suppose to be discovered in facts, but one 
must first have an idea of patterns in order 
to know which facts to consider . 



PARTICIPATORY DEIIIN 
Rittel argued that the designer and 
the buildings user are equally impor
tant and that through structured ar
guments on design issues the designer 
and user will develop an ideal solu
tion. 

COI.IUIIE·AIW.YIII THEORY: 
Hiller and Leaman develop a theory 
that the designer possesses a set of 
solution types which have success 
fully solved design problems in the 
past. 

Improves Kant ' s ideas and 
shows how sensory data and the 
mind ' s categories (Schemata) 
mutually construct each other. 
Mental schemata are not in
nately given at bi rth, it de
velops and evolves in regular 
response to st imuli. 

NORBERG-SCHULZ 1926 
Self proclaimed Phenomenologist , but developed 
structuralist ideas on the source of form . 
Schultz shows that our sense of space is orga
nized by mental schemata. Socialization guides 
individuals experimentations and leads to a 
socially acceptable behaviour rooted in lan 
guage, classifications and patterns. 

Socialization: 
1. Integrates the individual into a common 
world, and results in a higher level of skills 
development. 
2. Fossilizes concepts and makes it more dif 
ficult for the individual to break out of 
schemata that no longer work. 

CH RISTOPHER ALEXANDER 
Analyzed design 
into their component 
discovering recurring pat 
terns. He discovered that 



VENTURI 1925 
In his book Complexity and Contradiction in architec 
ture (1966) Venturi attacks Modernism: 

1. He objects to its rejection of tradition and tries 
to re-establish the importance of history within 
architecture. Venturi uses history as the source of 
form . 

i. He objects to Modernism ' s preference for the ra
tional and simple. They idealized the primitive and 
elementary at the expense of the diverse and sophis 
ticated in an attempt to break with tradition. 

Venturi preferred the visyal complexities in the 
Mannerist, Baroque and Rococo periods and 
design ' s with principals he had re-
discovered from these era's, reviving 
the 19th Century concept of 
eclecticism. 

CLASSICISII 
This period saw the revival of the Classical principllS and Du
rand's argument for classism; that it is more functional, econoMic 
and honest to both material and the construction process. 

Rob Krier sees Classicism as the only correct way to 
build and to satisfy function in architecture by symeetrically 
ing out basic elements of buildings in logical propo~ions and 
ferent configurations. 

lay
dif-

DECONSTRUCTIVISM: 
It was a period that undermined all previous concepts without supply
ing anything in their place . Nothing means anything , and anything means 
nothing. We saw the dismantling of hierarchies and all previous thinking 
of order to clear ground for a new sensibility . 

Architects such as Eisenman, Libeskind, Hadid, Tschumi developed archi
tectural forms that expressed a world without order or logic, frag ments 
of form crashing into each other with incomplete twisting grids . They 
enforced Derrida's idea that order is an illusion, a desperate and fu
tile attempt to organize a world that has no meaning or objective struc
t ure. They felt all previous architecture artificially imposed order 
onto structure and instead they said it is more honest to express their 
chaotic existential reality with appropriately chaotic architectural 
forms. 

1. Form is not derived from function or use {Eisenman). 
2 . Form is not an objective property of the external world {as in Clas

sicism where people invent their own structure and order) . 
3 . Form is not derived from creative inner resources like the Romantics 

claimed . 
4 . Form is determined by a prevailing ' Spirit of the Age' 

STERN 1939 
He says styles are languages that evolve over time and these styles 
have two coMponents: 
1. syntax (forM). 
2. rhetoric {Context). 

ModernisM rejected the traditional rhetoric but kept the syntax. The 
Post-Modern was siMply returning to a more explicit use of the classi
cal rhetoric. 
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•we know that the white man does not under 
stand our ways. He is a stranger who comes in 
the night and takes from the land whatever 
he needs. The earth is not his friend , but 
his ene'y and when he's conquered it he moves 
on. He kidnaps the earth from his children . 
His appetite will devour the earth and leave 
behind a desert. If all the beasts were gone, 
we would die from a great loneliness of the 
spirit, for whatever happens to the beasts 
happens to us. All things are connected. 
Whateve r befalls the Earth, befalls the chil 
dren of the earth."" 

"In our hearts we know there 
something maniacal about the 
way we are abusing the plan
etary environment"~ 

2~ ·Merica~ Indian Chief Seattle in Wines, Ja111e1. Green Architecture . Lo1 
Angeles: P3 ' 

R ser, Jo16ph . .. Whiter envirorwental paycology? The tranapersonal 
~~~l:~y 

1 
crotfroada." Journal of Environmental Psychology, p 253 

s 



"This attitude creates deso
late wastelands of the spirit 
as well as of the environ
ment. You can scar people as 
well as the land"20 

"Therefore the mission in architecture is 
now, as in all human endeavour, to recover 
those fragile threads of connectedness with 
nature that have been lost for most of this 
century. The key to a truly sustainable art 
of architecture for the new millennium will 
depend on the creation of bridges that unite 
conservation technology with an earth-centric 
philosophy and the capacity of designers to 
transform these integrated forces into a new 
visual language· "27 

Green Architecture . LO I Angel'•: P29. 
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As we all know modernism failed. It left us with a legacy of truly terrible 
urban environments and resulting social conditions. There is serious specula
tion amongst ecologists that Homo-tsapiens may end up being the shortest lived 
species to ever occupy the earth, mostly as a result of our own suicidal ap
proach towards living. I am not one to really believe in all this dooms -day 
prophecies but I do believe there is a serious problem in the way we go about 
designing and constructing most of the buildings built today. First of all 
there seems to be a complete lack of interest in the process of making , build
ings have become these empty hollow shells, divorced from its context, with 
the only interest being the facade and the architectural object. No longer is 
a house a small city and a city a large house like Leon Battista Alberti pro
claimed. Instead Architecture has gotten lost in the spectacular; in the idea 
of image and branding and the part to whole relationship is no longer deemed 
important. •• According to Eisenman Architecture has lost its most important 
quality that of space and time and it has become surface. Where painting has 
always been the collapse of space and time into surface, architecture has al
ways been taking surface and bringing it into space and time . We have turned 
architecture into painting, into surface decoration. ~ 

I feel that a great part of the solution lies within technological consider 
ations of construction, but filtered through a study on the way nature deals 
with its own engineering problems and how resourcefully it converts energy and~- .. ~.- ~ 
materials into function. Now that we all know for sure the failures in the - =:p~ 
approach of the modernist ideology, lets learn again from nature like Antoni 
Gaudi and Frank Lloyd Wright did. 

29- Krhta Syku. The Architecture Reader: E.uentiel writing$ from Vitruviu.s to the present . p53 

30- Lecture given by Peter Eisenman at EURAU 08, in Spain , 2008 





GAUD! and WRIGHT 

Antoni Gaudi and Frank Lloyd Wright where both great observers of the phenomena of nature, they 
intensely analyzed land surfaces , studied how plants grow, documented seasonal changes, re 
searched geology and learned from the complex meeting of circumstances found within nature. When 
you look at their built work it is safe to say that these observations were not just a nostalgi c 
admiration of the wonders of ecological engineering, i t also portrays a great understanding of 
the gentlest levels of earth -centred cause and effect. • 

Gaudi modelled the structural systems used in his buildings on tree-trunks, leaves and flower 
stems. In order to establish a dialogue with the context, Wright contemplated soil erosion , 
climatic changes and rock formations. This also helped to set up the formal composition of his 
architecture . 9 According to Jonathan Hill the only architect Lefebvre praised in a short passage 
about Sagrada Familia was Antoni Gaudi. This was because he attempted to build without drawing 
and planning. R 

"Gaudi spent forty years on the Sagrada Familia , his final decade devoted exclusively and ob
sessively to modelling, building and carving it, yet at his death the portals and towers of one 
transept were barely complete. In the later stages , he had been able to dispense with architec 
tural drawi ng, supervising everything personally instead " " 

It is as if nothing rushed Gaudi, when you look at his work you get this feeling that it could 
just as well have been a stalactite slowly and patiently forming inside a cave over many centu 
ries. A trace of its conception is ever present within the process of construction and the care 
ful layering of materials eventually results in magical almost animal like structures . 

31 Wines , James. Green Archi t ecture . Los An geles: p234 

32 ibid 

33 Hill, Jonathan . .. Immaterial Architecture." In Hunting in t he . shadows, by Jonathan Hill, p53 

34 ibid 
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"Everything that nature makes it records in what it makes, how it was 
made" in the rock is a record of the making of rock. Every grain of sand 
on a mountain is completely valid. There is no such thing as chaos; thats 
only in the mind ••• but never in nature."" 

'Everything that nature makes it records in what it makes, how it was 
made " in the rock is a record of the mak i ng of rock. Every grain of sand 

1~ ~~~~s;h~~i i~ ~~~os; thats 
of sand 
~t ~tiifi\11\Sl,S how it was 

-

:f!itlp.ialg ttfe rr'mll<in!J.\(Ef';pirf'Ofry;<gllilin of sand 
~Mflludli~~ ~fldsqwtirtltlllas 
~(~~~6fe~~~1MaRfn~aa~ rock. Every orain of sand 

it makes , how it was 
. Every grain of sand 
thing as chaos; thats 

ftll~iti~,~~Wbt~!ts~~i 

was 
of rock. Every grain of sand 
no such thing as chaos ; thats 

37 - Kahn , Louis. "Berkdey Lecture (1966) Thoughts on architecture •net personal expression; an ~nformal 
presentation to students at Berkeley." Perspecte 28: Architects Proceu In.spirtttion, 1997: p24. 

sand 
thats 



Pallasmaa ' s book Animal Architecture, inspired· 
of a similar title by Karl von Frisch , I read 
sapiens have only been on the earth for about 
half mil lion years and that animal architects 
constructing nests and shelter for tens of mil 

lions of years before we even made our first clumsy at
tempts at construction. Fossil spiders have been dated at 
more than 395million years old and ants of more than 40 
million years old have been found preserved in amber since 
the early Tertiary period. In terms of functionality, 
ecological adaptability, structural strength, efficiency 
of energy systems, economy and precision many animal con
structions far surpass our best attempts. For example the 
tensile strength of t spiders thread is 3 times that of 
steel and its extensiOn just before it breaks is 229% as 
compared to the 8% of steel.•• What's even more incredible 
is that the production of steel produces lots of harmful 
gasses and requires ~ts of energy and extreme tempera
tures to reach the state where it can be used for con
struction , while the spider manufactures his web at body 
temperature and the tnly 'waste' he produces is his web. 
Other great examplesare that of the termite nest, not 
only has it got a extremely .complex and ingenious venti
lation system, certa~ term1:e~ even orientate their nest 
on a north south ax~ to max1 m1 se the heating and cooling '» properties of the su· 



If the nest of the Australian termite species where to be scaled up to human proportions it 
would reach a height of almost 2km and house the entire population of New York. The tallest 
building to date the Burj Al Arup was recently completed in Dubai, it reached a mere 840m. The 
closest comparison would be to the unbuilt Mile High Illinois tower by Frank Loyd Wright. The 
wells in the nests of desert termites can extend up to 40m under the ground, in human scale 
that is the equivalent of 10km. ~ 

It is quite interesting as well as surpr1s1ng that the bigger the animals the more haphazard 
their construction becomes. It you look at most ape shelters, they are rather temporary and 
roughly built compared to the 0.002 millimetre tolerance to which bee's constructs their honey 
comb. It is not surprising that the famous scientist de Reaumur proposed that the bee cell be 
used as the basic standard for measurement.'' 

Pallasmaa writes that the evolution of man depends just as much on the development of his hands 
as on his capacity of thought. Most building animals have great manipulative skills, especially 
the spiders and insects. They derive their skills from their multiple jointed legs and subtle 
~outh parts. The weaverbirds achieve their precision as a result of their mobile heads and nar
row beaks. It is therefore important not to lose touch with the physical art of making. It is 
so easy to just do everything on a computer but there is a certain quality and a certain rich
ness that gets lost. It is hard to express yourself and to completely explore an idea within 
the confinements of a computer program. 

Again I want to refer back to Gaudi were at the end of his career he did not even use plans to 
construct his buildings; he built models and was constantly on-site to advice and inform the 
builders.~ 

40 · Pallasmaa, Juhani. Anillal Architecture, p 32 

., - ibid p 11 





to me means the inseparable 
of something" 

... the realization of inseparable 
parts - it has nothing to do with 
'design' whatsoever. Design is only 
a means. It ' s only a way, to express 
one ... little ... spark .. • of what 
Form actually conveys to you. It is a 
realization of something that has an 
'Existence will, ' and has a sense of rs its parts ..... 



•we are familiar with history and the forms i t has deposited in its sediment, but we lack the 
historical ability to act .. . we are remote from the long processes that created tradition and 
also from the more recent process that sought to break that tradition . We are capable of de 
signing any form we want, but not of justifying it, because t hese forms no longer grow out of 
real individual or common need. "" 

TAKING SHAPE 

According to Boris Pushkarev and old student at the Yale school of architecture, the visual im
age of our manmade environment has through the ages of history reflected the necessities that 
man faced and the ideals to which he has aspired . You can therefore trace the scale of values 
of a given society from the skyline of its cities. While Berthold Lubetkin had the unfashion 
able conviction that : "the proper concern of architecture is more than self-display. It is a 
thesis, a declaration, a statement of the social aims of the age.·~ 

So then in the words of Freddy Mercury ' I want it all, I want it all, I want it all, and I want 
it now ' . We have become such a media hungry society that without even realizing it we have be 
come image whores. we feed of images and every day we want more and more, faster and faster, 
bigger and better. According to MTV by the time you are 21 you wo uld have seen more than 20mil
lion images . So it is safe to say that we have become image junkies, if we don 't get our daily 
image fix we would not feel satisfied and would probably start getting withdrawals. This is 
evident when I sit in the library and inconspicuously spy on my fellow architecture students. 
quietly observe (from a safe distance, as to not be detected) the way they choose which books 
to 'read'. They don ' t read the back cover to find out what the book is about, or read the in
troduction; they flip through it like the book is on fire and if their eyes don 't catch a pro 
vocative image to satisfy their craving they immediately place it back on the shelf. If the 
book contains no images at all it gets thrown back onto the shelf like it ' s diseased. This is 
the desperate state of architects and people today . We have become so imaged obsessed that 
nothing else is important anymore . Buildings have become hollow shells of crazy forms to feed 
the image hungry zombies that have taken over our world. All that matters these days are the 
facades. Just look at the developments in China , Abu Dabi and Dubai, each building is crazier 
than the next. Even I am guilty of being an image junkie, that is obvious by reading (or look
ipg) at this document. At least I am now in the first phase of recovery ... identifying that I 
have a problem. 

Next time you walk down Kloof street or on St Georges mall, or in fact anywhere have a look 
around you, most people are either talking on their cell phone, smssing, listening to their iPod 
or sitting in a cafe surfing the internet on their latest Mac Book. No one is engaging with 
their immediate surroundings, they are in their own worlds, completely divorced from their phys
ical location. According to Peter Eisenman being i n this mediated state is like being sedated. 
You become a passive and therefore lazy person. That is why imagery is everywhere, it's on bill
boards, building, aeroplanes, mountains, it's EVERYWHERE ... Passive people are easily influenced 
and embrace images - because it's the easy thing to do. Guy Debord predicted this predicament 
more than 40 years ago in his book the Society of the spectacle. 

I have therefore discovered that I want my building/structure to be anti-media, anti-image and 
anti-facade. The only thing left untouched by the evil of media domination is nature. Even 
though Nature gets exploited and abused its still just gently goes about its gentle way, the 
same honest way it always have. Therefore the building would not serve as an image-satisfying 
object. It will not be sexy enough to appear in any glossy magazine. It will be a landscape. It 
will be an animal. The more time that goes by the better and more powerful it will become. You 
would require patience to enjoy and experience this building. This is sca ry because I fear that 
we as a society have lost the ability to be patient. The building will therefore teach you pa
tience. In a lecture by Shaun Mahoney from StudioMAS he referred to architecture today as face
lift architecture ... almost all the buildings built today would need a facelift in 5-10 years. 
He goes on to make the point that what if architecture could be like Jack Nicolson, who just 
keeps on maturing into an even more charismatic and interesting person as he grows older. I 
agree with Mahoney all buildings should be given the opportunity to grow , to explore its char 
acter, to become a better building every year. A building should have such a personality that 
you would want to bake it a cake on its birthday and miss it when you go on holiday ... 

43. Kahn, Louis, "'Berkehy Lecture (1966) Thoughts on architecture and personal expression; an infor11al 
preaentation to students at Berkeley, " Perspecta 28: Architects Process Inspiration , 1997: p24. 

44. Stern, Robert A.M., Alan Phttus , and Peggy Oear~er ... (RE)reading perspecta - The first 50 years of the 
Yah Architecture Journal." In Order and Disordttr, by Giovanni Michelucci, p665, 2004. 

45. Berthold Lubetkin as quouted i n http: //WWW. c20society . org. uk /docs/building/dudley. html 
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MANIFES'NO 

The previous paragraph could easily be mistaken for some kind 
of manifesto. That the bui lding MUST conform to the above 
stated conditions . That i s not my intention and it would be a 
giant contradi ction . The se qualities merely become gui del i nes 
to which I am start i ng to set up a design framework i n which 
the design wi ll start coming to life . i have always been i n
terested in the construct i on process and how the development 
o.f a building can be recorded within its making and ultimate 
ly how weather conditions can be embraced and harvested. The 
building would therefore become part of nature, a hybridiza

~, .. ~.,..--'. .. =--·~· .I tion of landscape and architecture. I feel that every place 
·, -- __ .. - ~ el ":"-1 needs to be understood as a landscape. Whether it is natural 

or artificial it should not be seen as a neutral background 
to highlight the architectural object . The landscape is not a 
canvas to be used as a tool to draw attention onto the archi 
tect. 

According to Abalos & Herreros the point of view has changed; 
landscape has lost its i nertia and has become a medium with 
endless possibilities . Architecture has slowly begun the pro 
cess of discarding its traditional definition and has calmly 
started to embrace new naturalistic conditions. By search
ing for a new environmental sensibility and formal complexity 
within the design and construction process you could start 
responding with precision to the new values of our society. •• 

46. Ma nual Gausa et al. Metapol h Dictionary of Advanced Arc hi t ec ture: City , Technology 

and Socie t y in the In fort~ation Age. p184, 2003 . 
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An initial conceptual sketch stitching together the mountain , ocean and 
built envi ronment into one system. 
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Y CAN'T WE TURN DIRT INTO PYRAMIDS? 

If you have ever been to Johannesburg you would noticed them scattered all across the land
scape an unimportant and an irrelevant side effect of the process of mining. If you look at the 
shape of a mine dump it closely resembles that of the ancient Egyptian pyramids. Yet they are 
not considered as a natural wonder of the world and are instead seen as waste. This is obvi
ously because it has not been culturally appropriated into something significant. It serves no 
purpose other than being a pile of dirt. At this point I did not yet know that a big part of my 
project would revolve around pushing and shaping sand/dirt. 







These are the first attempts at translating all the discussed qualities into 
architecture. By now program has taken on the metaphor of recycling. Therefore 
it would be something cyclical, where you enter in one state of mind and leave 
in another, something like a healing facility, skills development centre or an 
educational training facility. 

l ~"'(I~ . 
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STARING AT THE RIVER 

It ' s fantastic to feel so far gone so close to the city. Like a portal into another universe. 
Scary at first not knowing what is on the other side. I eventually take my shoes off and cross 
the river at a point where a concrete imposter was hiding out. The cold water hit me like an icy 
breeze. A sharp texture of the stone pebbles, exposed as a result of year's worth of gentle ero
sion, is poking through the skin of the concrete mass and gently massages my feet as I cross. 

At first glance everything seems one. After awhile of wandering around, observing , I realise that 
they can be clearly divided into separate systems. The first and obvious is the road, the bicycle 
lane then the river. This is followed by a series of plants; one layer working on ground floor, 
responding to the river and framing the embankment, the other layer is higher up creating a series 
of enclosures, providing shade as well as housing birds ' nests (and upon closer inspection a few 
homeless people). Then there is an embankment covered in amazingly green grass. This embankment 
gives way to a variety of reeds and water plants which eventually drowns out into a dam. They are 

1: 

o\~v:~r 
~\~ l,% 

vY{ \r;· 

1/'JGUt,-.1'7 

revived again on the farthest side and framed by a series of miniature grass covered dunes. These 
dunes used to be rubble that was dumped there many years back but has since been reclaimed by na
ture. Parents bring their kids here to cycle, chase birds, climb trees and take their dogs for a 
walk. Then they head on home, relaxed and seemingly happy. 

I stopped and asked myself what am I doing here? Why am I always attracted to these spaces like a 
•oth to a flame? Why do I want to intervene into this already beautiful space? Whatever I decide 
to design here will be like a folly in the landscape, an eyesore to the existing beauty . 

So I crossed back over the river got into my car, onto the N2 and drove off to Stellenbosch for 
the weekend. Still having no site but at least I now knew what not to do ... 

Until I saw the following along the way ... 

~ 
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THE IMAGE THAT GLUED IT ALL TOGETHER 

This is a familiar site for anyone who regularly travels the N2 in or out of Cape Town. While 
driving past the densely packed RDP developments the rooftops line up to form this exciting ' roof . 
scape' and creates this continuous landscape of burgundy roof tiles. I pulled off the road, 
parked on the yellow line with my hazards on, got out of the car and onto the first overpass in 
order to get a better view of the situation. I started thinking why can't this roofscape be in 
habited? With the mountain teasingly lurking in the background I realised that I have found the 
scenario that I have been looking for. Instead of trying to tap into existing beauty, such as t he 
well maintained parks and mountains in and around the CBD, I will duplicate these qualities in an 
area that has none or very little of it. I will blend the experiential qualities of a hike over a 
mountain with an architecture that distorts the barrier between landscape and the built environ 
ment. 

I could now finally start to build an argument framed within an existing context. 
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1938 

1988 

1953 Aerial "'otographa indicating rapid 
urbanization fro. the 1eso•a onward 
at a reault of tho Group Area• Act 

2000 2009 



1827 

There are two significant historical events that changed the essence of the Cape Flats. In 1827 
alien vegetation was introduced into the landscape by order of the colonial authorities . This 
was an attempt to tame the rolling dunes of the Flats so that their ox -wagons can cross through 
this sandy stretch with greater ease. 

-



1950's 

During this time the Cape Flats served as the Apartheid Governments dumping ground. The area was 
designated suitable for non·whites under the Group Areas Act. This historical event can largely 
be blamed for the terrible urban, social and economical conditions the area finds itself in to. 
day. 



You have this condition where the Cape Flats is sandwiched between two 
amazing mountain ranges. The mountainous heights of the Cape Peninsula on 
the left and the Hottentots Helland mountain range on the right. But they 
have no immediate access to any of the two because during Apartheid these 
areas were zoned whites only, for obvious reasons, and they were forced 
to live in the sandy wasteland sandwiched in between. It would be imp08 • 
sible to immediately reshuffle this imbalance. So in the meanwhile why 
can't the inhabitants of the Flats have their own mountain? 



RECYCLING LIVING CONDITIONS 

This also means that the inhabitants of the Flats are forced to travel huge distances to get to 
work and back. The pink dot indicates employment opportuni ties , while the striped dot i nd i cates 
amount of people that lives in the area. The black arrow i ndicates how far people from the Flats 
have to travel to get to work. The thicker the arrow the more people it represents. The i r jobs 
mostly i nvolves strenuous labour at mini mum wage and then they get "•~" ...... -..- •* 40

"'" " .....,.. ..... ,.==·""' 
ride in a taxi , bus or train to terri ble urban conditions and !..,<;r:o ,. ,. 
have no place to relax, reflect and process a stressful dav~.ottO·~Dder 
amount of tik users in the country; they have no 

1art to aarve aa a 

' 

people 
centre 

_ can open their own business or find 
e•bedded in a new magical landscape of experience that would 
slowly recycling the community. 
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SITE DIAGRAMS 

current desire lines 

N1' 

activity around site as result of context 

N1' 
... . ............. . . .. .... . ... . .. .. ················ · ··· 

- : .P:t :·:!i-n~:-:-: - ::- : -: - : - :-:-:-:-::- :·: ·:·:·:- : -::-:- : - : :- : - : -:-:- · :.· ... 

sand volumes as bu i lding blocks 

N1' 

storm water entry points 

I - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -1 

Section through site indicating current slope 

layer of sand 

sand 

natural settling of sand would allowing for path
ways at the base without disturbing the sand . 
pathways running over the peaks would need to be 
reinforced. 
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WATER CHANNEL STUDY 

Channelling water straight 
down l i ke this would cause 
too much erosion . I don ' t 
want to create a concrete 
channel because that would 
close the window into the 
aquifer. The transitivity 
of the site is 100 sq m/d 
and it would not be wise to 
close start closing the win · 
dow because the water needs 
to go somewhere and you would 
start flooding the surround 
ing area. 

By zigzagging the channel 
you can reduce erosion, you 
can also start cont rolling 
the speed at which the water 
would run and force it to dam 
up in preferred areas . By 
using a porous material like 
a gabion mattress the channel 
would start to act as a fil 
ter, cleaning the storm wa 
ter before it enters into the 
aquifer. 
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I retested the experiment above by placing the balsa wood into a dune . It had a similar result , 
enhancing the speed at which the wind erodes the sand. 

solution when 
sandy landscape . 

~ 
' 3 







BIODEGRADABLE GEO-BLANKETS 

Live stake 

0 
0 
N 

ood stake 

0 
0 
N 

1 - Remove large stones and apply 
top dressing 
2 - Sow selected seed and rake in 
3 - Unroll blanket 
4 - Stake down 
5 - Overlap with atleast 10cm 
6 - Cover ends with 100mm soil in 
200mm wide trench 

I 
2.44M 

Pre-seeded erosion control matting 
Established vegitation 

2 - Seeded mulch mat 
3 - Seed retaining paper 
4a - 5mm soil layer 
4 - natural fibre matrix 
5 - sandwiching polypropylene 
6 - vulnerable soil 
7 - protected soil 

® 
--

• • 
L ~ 

• • 0 

• • .......... 

1 PIN PER SQ. M 

t 
1.22 M 

f 
0.61M 

1.22M 

( 



t 
0.91M 

t 

.. 
• 
• 

100 % straw for slopes up to 25 degrees. 
Degradability 12 - 18 months 
50% straw, 50% coconut for slopes up to 35 degrees. 
Degradability 18 - 24 months 
100 % coconut husk for slopes over 45 degrees. 
Degradability 36 months 

® I J • • 0.46M 

• 0.91M 

• T I l • 
• I· T 0.61M .~ • 
• ..... 1.22M . • ' • 
• - -

2 PINS PER SQ. M 

© L 
0.46·M 

• • • • t • • • • 
• • T .. T 0.61M ~ • • - .... 

1.22M • . • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • A - up to 15 degrees 

B - up to 30 degrees 
3 PINS PER SQ. M c - over 30 degrees 



INSTALLATION OF EARTH RETENTION SYSTEM 

---- ---
"----- ... 

t;:. 

Fecla .. ctlon 

lndividu•l timber 
etretcher ber 
(50 mm x 50 mm) 

diameter thrNdad rod 

.Timber frame 

Sec:Uon width 
l•lll•ble) 

y 
::-· t' 





RENO MATTRESSES 

SLOPE PROTECTION SYSTEM 

~ .. ttresses are eanufactured 
with doUble twisted wire eesh 
lftd are used to cover large sur
fecal. They can be coebined with 
live plants, sealed with soil or 
vegetative pockets. 

Und« .. xpand 
thtout.fe .. ls 

DlrKtkwl of --••f*l•lon 



STANDARD MANUFACTURING SIZES 1 

A GAB IONS 
GAll OllilA TS LENGTH (••) WIDTH (••) HEIGHT (•Ill) NR OF CELLS B LENGTH (aa) WIDTH (aa) HEIGHT ( .. ) NR OF CELLS 

a) 1800 900 900 2 
30000 1800 300 22 

a) 
b) 2700 900 900 3 

30000 2700 300 33 b) 
c) 3600 900 900 4 

c) 30000 1800 450 22 

d) 1800 900 450 2 
d) 30000 2700 450 33 

e) 2700 900 450 3 

f) 3600 900 450 4 

g) 1800 900 300 2 c RENO IIATTRESSES 
HEIGHT (••) NR OF CELLS LENGTH (aa) WIDTH (aa) 

h) 2700 900 300 3 a) 2700 1800 300 3 

i) 3600 900 300 4 b) 3800 1800 300 4 

j) 1350 900 900 1 C) 2700 1800 450 3 

d) 3800 1800 450 4 

•> 3600 1800 600 4 
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karoo) 

Fairly tall tree can reach up to 10m 

Feathery and made up of smaller, green, glossy leaflets . 

Fluffy golden-yellow balls. 
Grows in small groups. 
Has a sweet scent. 

PLGIIIING TIME: November - January 

Curved, woody pod which contains a row of seeds. 

Good shade trees. 
Useful as wind break. 
Good fodder trees as the leaves, flowers 
and pods can be eaten by animals. 
Seeds can be roasted, ground and used as coffee. 
Gu• could be eaten or used as a glue. 

~NG TIPS: Prefer full sun but could also grow in partial shade. 
Fast growing plants. 
Don't need much water except when young. 
Seeds have a hard coat, must be treated before planting. 

S.all to large tree can reach up to 12m. 

Tough, leathery and dark green, with slightly serrated edges. 
The leaf veins are easy to see. 

Fragrant small white flowers. 
Bunch in small groups. 

'PLGIIIING TIME: February - May 

S•all oval berries that turn purple when ripe. 

Wind resistant and useful! as a windbreak. 
Berries attract birds. 

TIPS: Plants can be grown from seed, as well as from cuttings taken from 
s•aller branches . 

Leaves •ay be poisonous. 

-3 



(Olea europaea asp. africana) 

S•all to medium sized t r ee that grows to 6-Sm high. 

Narrow and fairly hard. 
Green and glossy on top with a silvery/brownish underside. 

Whitish and very small and grow in groups on the stem. 

TilE: October - March 

S•all, oval and turn black when they r ipen i n wi nte r . 
Edible but has a bitter taste. 
Fruit is used to make olive oil. 

Good spreading shade tree. 
Wind resistant and a row of them can form a good windbreak. 

~NG TIPS: Slow growing tree, grows best in sunlight. 

(Syzygiu• cordatu•) 

tree grows from 8-15m high. 

green, leathery and grows near the end of branches. 

S.all, creamy white and have a fluffy appearance. 
They grow in groups at the end of branches. 

TilE: August - November 

Oval berries that grow in bunches at the end of the branches . 
Start off green and changes to deep purple when ripe. 

Good shade tree. 
PrOduces berries that both humans and birds can eat. 

IIOIINQ TIPS: Grows easily from fresh seed. 
Slow-growing plant that needs a lot of water. 



(Tarchonanthus 

S•all tree grows up to 5m high. 

below. 

Crea•y-white and grows in groups on the stem . 

LOIIIING TilE: April - June 

S.all nut covered with white woolly hairs. 
Looks like cotton wool. 

Good fodder tree, as the leaves and shoots can be eaten by animals. 
Wind resistant and can act as a windbreak . 

Prevents sand from being blown away in strong winds. 

Wood splinters are poisonous and cuts are difficult to heal. 

albu•) 

Rounded, woody shrub that grows to about 2m. 

and have a pleasant smell especially when crushed. 

Many s•all white flowers near the branch tips. 

~NI TilE: May - November 

Very attractive plant especially during flowering time when it is convered 
in white flowers . 

...... TIPS: Very hardy, wind-resistant plants. 
Needs very little care. 
To flower well, they must be grown in full 
They grow easily from seed and cuttings . 

shade. 



S.all shrub that grows up to 1m. 

s.all, thin and has a pleasant smell especially when crushed. 

Pink and star shaped with a darker pink line down the centre of the 
petals. 

~INI TIME: August - October 

Very attractive plant especially during flowering time when it is convered 
in pink flowers. 

~NI TIPS: The plants flower best if grown in full sun. 
They can be grown from cuttings, which should be planted either from 
March - April, or from August - September. 

Fairly dense shrub with many branches that grows to 4m high. 

Dark green and shiny above, while the undersurface is paler. 

Many short, stout thorns. 

~: White and fragrant star-shaped flowers. 
Often grow in groups. 

IIIIIINI TIME: July - November 

: Ia a large berry which turns red when ripe. 
Sweet and juicy and can be eaten fresh or made into a jam. 

Wind resistant and makes a good hedge. 
Huaana and birds can eat the fruit . 

TIPI: Grows well from both seeds and cuttings. 
Needs to be watered fairly often in summer. 



: 

Low-growing dense shrub. 
Grows up to socm high. 

narrow leaves. 

pink and star-shaped. 

~1111 TilE: Nove•ber - February 

Bright orange-red round round berries . 
Can be eaten but has a bitter taste. 

Very attractive plant, especially when planted in groups. 

,-Ill TIN: Likes moist conditions. 
Needs to be watered fairly regularly. 
Seeds germinate well if planted in spring or summer. 

shrub that grows to 2m high. 

Tough and have a slightly serrated edge. 

Bright yellow and daisy like. 

Spring to autumn 

that turn purple when ripe . 

Wind resistant plant that acts as a good windbreak or hedge. 
lerries attract birds. 

Fast growing plant. 
Young plants should be watered regularly. 
Needs little water when growing well. . . 
Plants grow well from seeds which should be planted 1n spr1ng when 
it is warm and should always be kept moist. 



Tall shrub with many branches . 
Grows up to Sm high. 

Long, slender and glossy green . 
Feels sticky to the touch. 

yellowish-green and grown in groups at the end of branches. 

July - October 

The papery, winged seeds are large and decorative. 
Reddish-green colour. 
Grow in clutches. 

Wind resistant and makes a very good hedge or windbreak. 

IIROIING TIPS: Fairly fast growing plants. 
Grow well from seed and can seed themselves. 

Low growing shrub with many branches . 
Reaches a height of 1m. 

Narrow, needle-like leaves which cover the twiggy stems . 

Blue or voilet daisy-like flowers with yellow centres. 
Covers the shrub for about a month. 

~liNG TilE: October - November 

Colourful flowers brighten up gardens. 
Also help to prevent the soil from being blown away. 

'IIGIING TIPS: Grows best in sheltered, sunny spaces. 
Can grow on slopes. 
Grows very well from seeds if planted in March or April . 
Starts growing within a week . 
Releases seeds into the ground after flowering. 



(Helichrysu• 

Low spreading shrub . 
Grows O.Sm high. 

Broad and tough. 
Edges folds inwards. 
Green on top. 
Furry and white underneath. 

1rL~nG: Small, bright yellow flowers that clustered together i n large groups at 
the end of the stem. 

lrL~n~NG TIME: August - November 

to the soil surface, preventing i t from being blown or washed 
away. 
Flowers can be dried and used as decoration. 

TIPS: Hardly plants which like full sun . 
Don't need much water. 
Can be grown from both seeds and cuttings. 

Tall, woody plant that reaches a height of 1-2m. 

Long and slender. 
Has a pleasant smell. 

Long, tubular and orange. 
Grows in dense , circular groups around the stem . 

November - Janua ry 

flowers produce muc h nectar and attracts sunbirds . 

TIPS: Grows very easily and qu i ckly . 
Needs to be watered ofter. 
Needs to be pruned regularly , especially afte r flowering. 
Plants grows easily from seed. 
Cuttings should be planted in Spring or late Autumn. 



Strong woody shrub that grows to 4m high. 

Hard and long. 

Hard, roundish cones are produced at the tips 
Fe•ale cones are pinkish in colour. 

Wind-resistant and acts as a good windbreak. 
Very attractive plant. 

TIPS: Grows best in open, sunny conditions. 
Can be grown from seed. 

(Leucoaper•u• co 

Low spreading bush about 1m high. 

Hard and tough with toothed tips. 

of branches. 

The orange flowerhead is large, round and spikey and is made up of many 
••aller flowers. 

~INI TilE: August - January 

Wind-resistant and acts as a good windbreak. . 
PrOduces large beautiful flowers that can last over a month after 1ts picked . 

........ TIPS: Grows best in open, sunny positions. 
Best to plant in Autumn, begins to flower after 3 years. 
Young plants needs to be watered regularly. 

I 



(Nylandtia spinosa) 

shrub which grows up to 1m high. 

and thin. 

I~L~n~: Lots of small and pink. 

: Bright red and juicy berries which can be eaten. 

Very attractive plant especially when covered with its pink flowers. 
Berries attract birds. 

TIPS: Grows best in sunny areas. 
Can be grown from seed. 

(Pelargoniu• spp.) 

Small shrubs which grow 25cm - 1m tall. 

Smooth and oval aromatic leaves with serrated edges often tipped with red. 

Reddish-pink and the two upper petals are larger with dark purple 
•arkings. 

TIME: August - November 

Produces colourful flowers. 

The base of the plant is woody, but the side branches are soft and green. 

TIPS: Easy to grow. 
Can grow back easily if parts are broken or cut off. 
Can grow over rocks and cement. 
Grows easily from cuttings, which should be left to dry for a day 
before planting. 
Planted seeds would start to grow within a week. 



leafy shrub that grows up to 2m high. 

green with a tough texture. 

The purple flowers are usually grouped together at the tips of short 
branches. 
Has a purple tuft of tiny hairs at the tip of each flower. 

rL~R£NU TilE: All year round, especially from May - December. 

Very attractive. 
Attract birds. 

~NG TIPS: Fast growing plants. 
Needs to be watered fairly often. 
Releases their seeds into the ground after flowering. 

(Anacardiaceae) 

This shrub grows to 3 -4m high. 

Divided into 3 leaflest, the middel one is the bigest. 
The leaf tip is slightly dented. 

Reddish-brown or grey, with short white hairs. 

S•all and creamy-white. 

TilE: August - October 

S•all red and yellow berries that grow in bunches. 

Can act as good shade plants. 
Wind-resistant. 
Attract birds. 

TIPS: Grows well in sunny or fairly shaded areas. 
Grow easily from seed when planted in auntumn. 
Fast growing plants. 



(Salvia africana-lutea) 

Small shrub that grows about 1m high. 

Soft, oval and grey -green. 
Have a pleasant smell when crushed. 

FLOWERS: Large and brown. 
Grow in groups at the branch tips. 

produce much nectar. 
birds. 

Hardy plants . 
Don't need much water. 

(Helichrysu• 

Low growing ground cover that spreads over the soil surface. 

Silvery leaves are small and rounded. 

bright, golden -yellow flowers with a dry papery 

Can grow on steep slopes. 
Can grow over cement, stones and areas where other plants won ' t. 
Shelter the soil and prevent it from being blown or washed awys. 
Flowers can be dried and used for decoration. 

IIIIOWING TIPS: Easy plants to grow. 
Don't need much water. 
Strong plants that will grow back if it gets broken. 
Grows well from seed and cuttings. 

I 



The plant spreads and grows close to the ground. 

juicy leaves which grows upright and are pointed. 

: Large with thin, soft pinky petals. 

Large and juicy, can be eaten fresh or made into jam. 

It is a hardy ground cover and helps to hold the sand and prevent it from 
being blown or washed away. 
Fruits can be eaten. 

TIPS: Grows very fast. 
Needs little care. 
Grows well from cuttings. 
Needs little water. 
Can grow back easily if damaged or broken. 

(Stenotaphru• secundatu•) 

The grass creeps along the ground surface to make a thick mat . 

Light green and fairly broad. 

walked and played on. 
from being blown or washed away . 

I 

IIIOIING TIPS: Grows well in sunny areas and could also grow in shade . 
Grows mainly in spring and autumn, usually stops growing in winter . 
It can be grown from seed, although runners are more successful. 

l 



tectoru•) 

The reeds are tall and thin, and grow about 1 .5m high. 

Small brown and scale like. 
Grows very close to the stem. 

can be used to thatch a roof as well as macking brooms and mats. 

Fast growing. 
Needs little care. 
Wind-resistant. 









An exploration into potential flower patterns for the landscape, it is possible to start ere . 
1at various heights through orchestrating how they will bloom and when. atlng waves of colours 
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BUILDING BLOCKS 
Sand is such a flexible medium and you can basically shape it in any form, I wanted to develop a 
sort of building block or puzzle piece system that I can use and slot into the landscape where 
ever I please and in turn slot architecture into these pieces. Because the architecture needed to 
fuse in with the landscape and I never want a dead end dead wall or dead facade I needed a system 
that always touches the earth. 
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PLACING PROGRAM 

The placing of the program on the site 
responded to the site analysis done 
earlier . The resource hub picks up 
on the main desire line as it would 
be the most public of all the build 
ings . I imagine the youth facility 
having a great vibe , always busy with 
people coming and going and games be
ing played in and around it , there
fore it ties onto the busiest corner 
of the site while starting to form a 
relationship with the other identified 
desire line. The gardening units are 
scattered across the site so that they 
can always observe the landscape. The 
healing space is placed at the quiet
est part of the site for tranquility 
and peace of mind . It also lines up 
with one of the storm water inlets ; 
this will allow water to become part 
of the cleansing process . 

gardening units 1111111 

youth facility 

healing space ~ 
resource hub 
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NEW CHALLENGE, NEW SOLUTION 

Designing became a real challenge. Not only did I have to design the 
architecture, I also had to design the landscape into which it sits . 
The sandpit served its purpose but it became to lose to continue us 
ing it as a design tool . I needed the freedom of designing in and with 
sand but contained in something more permanent . 

The model below turned out to be the solution. I used the architectural 
language generated during the previous chapter and build a model which 
is solid, but flexible, free to play around with while still bound the 
rules set up by the building blocks exercise. 





Because roofs where turned into walkways, and architecture into landscape all basic principles on 
how to deal with necessities such as privacy security, ventilation, sunlight had to be reconsid 
ered. I found that a good way of starting to deal with these problems were to treat windows like 
balls of press -stick; just pull and extrude until it is in a place where all these problems can be 
solved. A lot of the windows therefore started to take on this chimney like shapes poking out of 
the landscape. Like a divers snorkel or a stranded ship. 
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Writing words about architecture after quoting Kahn is like being forced to do a show right 
after someone has managed to revive the Beatles for one last inter -universal show - i mpossible to 
follow . 
But I am going to write some words anyway. 

Architecture is a smoothie, the perfect blend of all the relevant ingredients . It is each and 
every architect ' s responsibility to find these ingredients within every project he or she under 
takes. There is no ultimate architectural form . No one philosophy that dictates what must be 
designed. Architectural form is relevant if it is a result of an honest interegation of the situa 
tion it finds itself in, when all the influances and factors that are in play have been taken into 
cons i deration . 

Arch i tecture should never suffer under concept . 

Arch i tecture should never suffer under theory . 

Architecture should never suffer under ego. 

Architecture is a journey of evolution. And every project has its own journey and evolves in its 
own way . You must not be scared to embrace this journey , allow yourself to travel along unknown 
roads and trust your instincts and intuition to guide you . 

That is what I have learned this year. 
AND I am more excited than ever to almost being able to call myself an architect. 








